
APPENDIX D

TAB G

DEBARKATION TEAM OFF-LOAD CHECKLIST

D.G.1 General

The debarkation teams in MPF operations are MAGTF and Navy personnel that are provided to the OCU for each
ship of the MPSRON.  Their responsibilities include equipment off-load preparation and equipment operation.  This
tab provides basic information relative to debarkation teams.

D.G.2 Sequence of Events

The sequence of events for a debarkation team is as follows:

a.  The debarkation team OIC coordinates with the SLRP and OPP concerning assignment of personnel involved in
the off-load.

b.  Personnel assigned are organized into teams to execute the off-load.

c.  The debarkation team OIC meets with cargo handling representatives, ship's master, and Marine Corps mainte-
nance contractor (MCMC) to discuss the conduct of the off-load.

d.  Training is provided to team personnel.

e.  Special equipment (radios, etc.) provided by the MCMC for the debarkation team's use during the off-load is
temporarily loaned.

f.  Communication nets and data links with off-load control organizations ashore are established.

g.  Off-load is conducted.

h.  Workspaces and holds are prepared for turnover inspection.

i.  A debarkation team assists in securing MPS to get underway or backload.

D.G.3 Tasks

A debarkation team performs the following tasks during off-load:

a.  Start MPE/S engines.

b.  Move equipment to the hatch square or main deck for crane lift-off.

c.  Move tow trailers, powered motor vehicles that do not run, and towed artillery pieces from the ship's hold to the
hatch square lift-off point.

d.  Move skid-mounted equipment, tools, communications and electronic equipment, and other packaged items to the
hatch square lift-off point with forklifts or by other suitable means.

e.  Assist cargo handling personnel with the hook-up for slings and spreader bars.
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f.  Drive equipment down a stern ramp to lighterage or pier.

g.  Position equipment on lighterage when using an RRDF.

h.  Perform necessary administrative tasks to ensure inspection of the ship's holds and berthing spaces. Packing 
materials and components, disassembled and removed during preservation, must be collected and safeguarded to be
reinstalled during the backload.

i.  Identify and receive proper training to safely participate in the off-load.

j. Identify problems associated with MPE/S or ships to an appropriate person or organization.
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